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Abstract: Cloud computing is very powerful and efficient technology, but it 

suffers from some efficiency issues due to its distributed nature. With the 

advent of fog, the large cloud is divided into many small cloudlets. Fog 

computing is one of the latest techniques in today’s cloud computing 

environment. Each cloudlet is a small and new architectural element extending 

today’s cloud computing infrastructure. The term” cloudlets” has been 

combined with fog computing, as it enhances the characteristics of cloud 

computing. Today, fog computing represents a basic layer and an essential 

cloud component. Consequently, this technology can help solve efficiency 

issues. Therefore, this paper aims to improve the efficiency of the cloud 

computing environment by optimizing the efficiency parameters results of fog 

computing. The parameters include response time, latency, and network 

utilization. The solution is to design a simulation system to minimize the 

redundancy of tasks and increase the performance rate. The results show an 

improvement in the performance of the proposed system from 40 to 48% 

based on the three parameters (response time, network utilization, and 

latency). Therefore, these results are promising and very significant, which 

encourages the applying the proposed system in the real healthcare 

environment. 

Keywords: - Cloud Computing; Fog Computing; Performance Parameters; 

Response Time; Network Utilization; Latency; Healthcare. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Fog computing is a new framework for the geographic distribution of computing resources. 

Fog computing is similar to  cloud computing. It serves as a gateway to computing resources 

and uses similar service concepts as cloud computing. Unlike cloud computing, which focuses 

on a few high-performance data centers, fog Computing relies on many highly dynamic and 

heterogeneous resources with reasonable capacity, called fog nodes. The main advantage of 

fog computing over cloud computing is its proximity to end devices such as sensors, actuators, 

smartphones, smart cameras, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, etc. It manages and utilizes 

resources effectively [1].  

IoT continues to evolve in parallel with advances in relevant technologies. The term”IoT” 

has gained popularity and is now commonly used. The United States, the European Union, 

China, Japan, and Korea have introduced IoT development projects nationally. Many 

researchers have noted that the IoT contains a growing number of new technologies and has 

become a necessity in the life of society [2]. IoT architectures have been thoroughly researched 

to serve mass applications  [3]. The main reason for separating data processing from 
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applications is that the cloud computing service often appears as a third party. In reality, 

massive data processing remains an IoT bottleneck. Some researchers have suggested for years 

that cloud computing could solve this problem and have proposed numerous cloud-based IoT 

architectures [4], [5]. The significance of our contribution lies in improving the efficiency of 

cloud computing through fog computing to operate at high efficiency while reducing the 

resources required performing the tasks. The objective of this paper is to minimize the 

challenges of cloud computing through fog computing by optimizing the performance values 

based on the following parameters: 

• Response Time 

• Network utilization  

• Latency 

Many experiments were conducted, a simulation system was developed, and a tuning process 

for the values of the selected parameters was performed by selecting the best scenario for the 

simulation system to be applied in a real environment. The system consists of three layers; 

cloud layer, fog layer, edge layer, and cloudSim. After that, the iFogSim was applied in a 

healthcare case study. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces cloud computing and fog 

computing in the context of healthcare, including basic principles and concepts of fog 

computing architecture. Whereas section 3 discusses the related works. The research 

methodology is presented in section 4, which also explains the simulation tools used in the 

proposed method, while section 5 demonstrates the results and discussion. Section 6 presents 

the conclusions, and section 7 highlights future work.  

 

2. Cloud computing and fog computing 

There is a lack of consensus in standardizing fog computing, cloudlets, edge computing, and 

other terms have been used to describe fog. Different research groups have proposed many 

different definitions of fog. Since there is a research gap in definitions and standards for fog 

computing, this paper uses the definitions of Atlam et al., [6], [7], in which fog computing is 

defined as a type of distributed computing architecture, which manages a set of application 

services locally in the network and smart devices. In contrast, others are managed in the cloud 

[8]. This section highlights some paradigms proposed to bring the cloud closer to the end 

devices. In addition, it explains the advantages and disadvantages of introducing fog computing 

as an ideal platform for IoT. 

IoT has revolutionized the ever-evolving field of information and communication 

technology. Today’s smart technologies, such as tablets, computers, and smartphones, have 

changed how machines, sensors, and vehicles are used in a variety of applications [9]. Basir et 

al. claimed that cloud computing further enhances the user experience in current applications 

by providing real-time processing, low latency and storage, and high data rate reliability. 

Nguyen et al. noted that using edge devices in combination with the Multi-Access Edge 

Computing (MAEC) paradigm gives fog computing a significant advantage in web 

optimization and ensures reliability in the context of responsive service. 
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Unlike servers that rely solely on Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), the combination of 

fog-cloud computing and the MAEC paradigm has improved computing performance. 

Currently, the new IoT devices are more fixated on using smaller and smaller processors while 

increasing memory and speed as microprocessor technology continues to grow [10]. According 

to Basir et al., wireless sensors have promoted the use and application of fog-cloud computing 

in various applications, such as traffic monitoring, patient state monitoring, etc. Consequently, 

modern devices’ storage capacities have been increased by applying advanced computing 

techniques enabled by fog nodes [11]. As a result, advances continue to be made in 

microprocessor technology that uses smaller CPUs and more memory to provide a better user 

experience. Many research studies focused on fog and cloud computing, botnets, and 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) that highlight their various technological characteristics 

[12]. Open edge computing describes edge computing as a data processing paradigm. It offers 

small data facilities (edge nodes) close to users and is designed to provide an enhanced 

customer experience by interacting with storage and compute resources just a hop away from 

the viewer [5]. The open fog consortium notes that fog computing is often mistakenly referred 

to as edge computing, but there is a big difference between the various terms. Although they 

share similar concepts, edge computing is limited to edge devices (i.e., in the IoT node network) 

and excludes the cloud from its architecture [13]. On the other hand, fog computing is a multi-

layer network not limited to a local network but offers services everywhere from the cloud to 

objects [7]. The ”extreme edge” of IoT analytics is pushed to the ”extreme edge” by fog 

computing [14]. In this new computing paradigm, the fog has spread even further, where the 

fog computing layer consists of fog nodes, so-called because of its lightweight. It is even closer 

to the end devices than the fog nodes, which are specialized and dedicated nodes with minimal 

computing resources (e.g., microcomputers and microcontrollers). 

The IoT is a set of interconnected devices connected with a network with sensors to improve 

the collection and exchange of data with the cloud at the fog computing level. The IoT involves 

connecting numerous devices to improve data analysis and autonomous decision-making. An 

IoT system consists of various functional blocks, which provide different functions for the fog 

computing system. These blocks include communication, devices, management, services, and 

applications [15]. 

The devices facilitate the exchange and collection of data from other related devices, such as 

cloud-based devices. The IoT system provides functions such as data publishing, device 

control, device recovery, device modeling, and data analytics. The application layer serves as 

an interface that provides essential modules for monitoring and controlling various aspects of 

the system [16]. 

Regarding the IoT, fog computing could be considered the first (optional) layer. The IoT fog-

cloud systems’ design, development, and operation require significant financial investment and 

simulators. There are reviews of cloud, IoT, and fog simulators that summarize their 

fundamental capabilities and compare them based on specific metrics [17]. However, some of 

these simulators can already examine the behavior of the IoT-fog cloud system to a limited 

extent. Comparing two cloud simulators based on  the intelligent weighting capabilities of 

Virtual Machine (VM) placement methods was also an inspiration for the research work [18]. 

This is a similar strategy compared to more advanced versions of these simulators. 
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A. Cloud Computing Services and Challenges 

Cloud computing provides users with numerous computing, communication, and problem-

solving services. Google, IBM, Microsoft, and Amazon are examples of the most prominent 

cloud service providers. Cloud services are typically offered on a pay-as-you-go basis [19]. 

Consequently, users only pay for their computing resources and data management services. 

On the other hand, cloud computing has several characteristics, such as rapid elasticity, large 

scale, on-demand self-service, high extensibility, ubiquitous network access, and resource 

pooling. This means that the scope of the cloud can be increased to meet high customer 

demands [20], [21]. In contrast, cloud computing suffers from many challenges from rapidly 

growing technology, such as security, confidentiality, integrity, availability, isolation, 

authentication, identification, and authorization [22].  

These challenges lead to data manipulation and dissemination of inaccurate or misleading 

information to users. On the other hand, authentication and authorization [23]. Due to the 

technological advancements in today’s world, the cloud is still struggling with this difficulty 

and is developing new solutions every day [24]. For a customer expecting better security in 

cloud computing, this is disastrous. Another critical challenge with cloud computing is 

confidentiality. If an attacker is in a virtual machine, it is easy to eavesdrop on the other device, 

find its address name, and access the customer’s data. Data loss is possible, and some solutions 

for this situation have been presented [25]. 

 

B. Features and Architecture of fog computing 

Fog computing is consistent with edge computing, where tasks are moved to the edge [26]. 

In other words, it is an end-to-end architecture that brings network functions closer to users. 

Fog computing is characterized by its edge location, which allows it to process applications 

with low latency [27]. Fog computing is characterized by location awareness, which means 

that the fog node can track end users’ devices and infer their location to enable mobility easily. 

As a result, the relationships between fog and cloud, also between fog and fog, become more 

important as fog computing becomes more capable of capturing the required data [28]. The 

architecture of fog computing includes the following: 

1. Terminal layer or edge layer: It is a lower layer consisting of IoT devices, sensors, and actuators 

that communicate directly with the user, where data is transmitted from these devices. The 

lower-level devices have no processing capabilities. 

2. Fog layer: This layer consists of different types of nodes, such as switches, gateways, routers, 

access points, and fog servers arranged in two layers. The lower-level fog nodes have lower 

computational capacities than the higher-level fog controller node. The fog controller node 

controls the entire node cluster. 

3. Cloud layer: The nodes in this layer have extensive resources that provide cloud services. The 

communication latency is very high when the applications are deployed in the cloud layer. 

More energy is consumed for the cooling system in the cloud. To promote the control 

functionality of the fog environment. In [29], the authors demonstrate a general system 

architecture of the fog integrated with the cloud and they highlight the heterogeneously 

distributed nodes forming a cluster. Each cluster has a control node called the Fog Controller 

Node (FCN). 
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1) Simulation and Tools: 

   Simulator is software that depends on mechanisms with a collection of mathematical 

equations [30]. Many simulators and tools can simulate such environments and measure various 

properties such as latency, network utilization, and response time. Some of the simulators and 

tools intended for fog computing [31] are as follows: 

• CloudSim: is the most popular simulation tool for the cloud computing environment, developed 

by the GRID lab at the College of Melbourne [32], which enables seamless modeling and 

simulation of cloud computing infrastructure development. Researchers can use this simulator 

to focus on a specific system design for the cloud system infrastructure. 

• iFogSim: is one of the simulations of fog computing environments to evaluate resource 

management and planning strategies. It works over the closest cloud resources to the end device 

under different scenarios. It allows designing different architecture scenarios for fog computing 

and evaluating different aspects such as the network bandwidth [31]. In this simulator, any fog 

environment infrastructure is simulated by adding fog nodes and edge devices with features 

such as resource capabilities. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) creates the network topology 

for building the entire infrastructure in JSON format. This simulator can also measure 

performance metrics and simulate edge devices [33]. 

• Cloud analyst: is an open-source simulator obtained from the cloud that allows determining the 

performance of cloud services. It simulates a geographically distributed environment that is 

used to evaluate the performance of computing servers [34]. The simulator’s configuration 

parameters can be adjusted as the researcher desires to evaluate their design. Some customized 

parameters are the number of requests generated per user per hour, the number of nodes, the 

amount of memory, the number of processors, the number of virtual machines, the network 

bandwidth, and other necessary parameters. 

Identifying an appropriate simulator depends on the analysis processes of the requirements. 

As seen from the previous description of the three simulators, CloudSim is the simulator 

specifically for the cloud environment. Its results are displayed in the console, not in a graphical 

user interface. It also does not fully consider the location of the end device and the data center. 

In this simulator, proximity is also not considered as a whole. Therefore, clouds would not be 

preferable. The next simulator is iFogSim, a fog computing simulator designed for resource 

management and scheduling policy in a fog environment. This simulator has strong points, 

such as measuring the required performance parameters, and has some limitations, such as 

unsupported and challenging to understand horizontal communication. The third simulator is a 

cloud analyst that allows the description of endpoints and data centers. It includes information 

about the location of users generating tasks, the geographic location of data centers, and the 

number of endpoints, nodes, and resources in each node. This information can be used to 

determine performance metrics such as processing time, response time, and response cost. 

 

2) Fog Modeling in iFogSim:  

iFogSim is one of the most widely used cloud and fog computing research, both of which use 

CloudSim-based extensions [31]. The following are the primary physical components of 

iFogSim [32]: 
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• A Java-based simulator: sensors that generate data as a tuple to represent information.  

• Actuators with a geographic location and gateway connection reference; 

• Sensors that generate data in the form of a tuple representing information. 

 iFogSim’s AppModule and AppEdge are the key logical components that attempt to mimic 

a distributed application. To run an application on a fog device, module mapping, and 

controller are the two key management components [33]. The request is forwarded to a 

higher-level object if a fog device is not discovered. Specifying a fog system’s physical and 

logical elements is necessary before defining the control unit itself [34]. 

 

3) Literature Comparison of iFogSim:  

Based on the review and investigation, it is found that, in general, CloudSim is ineffective in 

simulation modeling for fog. The iFogSim is considered the most optimal simulation tool due 

to some features, including; performing hands-off migration, performing live migrations, 

outsourcing better, having an advanced IoT management option, supporting shutdown, and 

providing advanced networking options. The most significant advantage is its mobility support, 

which other simulation tools lack. Consequently, the iFogSim is the best simulating tool for 

fog using the 3D modeling principle [35]. 

 

4) Comparison between the modern Fog and traditional Fog implemented in EHS:  

 Table 1 presents a comparison applied to the traditional fog having un-optimized features and 

modern fog having optimized features has a very sharp difference in terms of parameters. The 

modern fog uses a clustered indexed approach in which the IoT actuators send the response to 

the IoT devices. The last and final layer is the fog, instead of the cloud layer in modern fog 

architecture. With the advent of clusters, the downtime has been reduced to a minimum because 

of the next-hope concept. Where each time the next hope takes the request, whenever the new 

request is not ready to accept the challenge of IoT actuators. If the clustered approach is not 

ready to accept the request because of flooding or overloading. The request is moved to the 

upper layer called the Fog implementation layers which inherits the same properties as the 

centralized Cloud for processing the request and if there come any issues that cannot fulfilling 

the request due to the Fog approach busy the request then moved to the centralized Cloud 

servers leaving all the architecture behind [35]. 

 

Table 1. Traditional and Modern Fog 

Modern Fog  Traditional Fog 

Clustered Non-clustered  

No-Cloudlets Cloudlets 

Less processing power More processing power  

Fast response rate Slow response rate 

Increase in 0 downtime Decrease in 0 downtime 

Faster rate Slow rate 

Migrations Non-Migrations 
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3. Related Works 

Much research has been done to improve the performance of fog computing architecture, 

resource management, and task scheduling algorithm concepts. For example, Abdulgalil [36] 

proposed a multi-layer fog computing architecture based on the analysis of Electrocardiography 

(EEG) signals. The proposed architecture compares three layers. The first layer is responsible 

for generating data and transmitting it to the second layer. The second layer takes advantage of 

emerging fog computing technology for lightweight analysis based on ECG signals. The third 

layer is responsible for comprehensive analysis based on EEG signals and data storage in the 

cloud. In addition, Abdelaziz [37] presented a new concept of collaboration architecture for 

fog computing. The proposed architecture represents a reference model to better design and 

implement fog platforms. The proposed architecture provides a reference model to simplify 

and make the design and implementation of fog platforms more efficient. Santos [38] designed 

a multi-layer fog computing architecture consisting of three layers at the edge, near the end 

device in the cloud. The performance of downloading video from multiple layers in a given 

geographic area was evaluated with multimedia applications. Salman and Jain [15] introduced 

an IoT fog cloud framework to reduce service delay for IoT applications. The analytical model 

was developed to evaluate their policy of the proposed framework, which shows how it helps 

reduce the IoT service delay.  Hao et al. [39] proposed a prototype system in the software 

architecture of fog computing to integrate various designs of IoT communication devices with 

fog nodes. The design includes a prototype software architecture showing the evaluation of this 

system. 

To provide a solution for IoT services, Varghese et al. [40] proposed a hybrid fog-cloud 

architecture for low response applications, such as firefighting, that supports a growing variety 

of applications, including fifth-generation wireless systems and those in IoT, as well as 

embedded Artificial Intelligence (AI). In addition, Gupta and Dastjerdi [41] studied a task-

offloading strategy to minimize energy consumption in mobile devices and developed a 

priority-based task scheduling algorithm using an edge server. Execution time and execution 

cost in task data size and latency requirements are performance metrics. The performance 

evaluation results show that the proposed algorithm reduces the task completion time and 

improves the quality of services. 

Likewise, Mohan et al. proposed a distributed task processing on the edge of fog-cloud 

participating in the network to assign the processing tasks to the nodes. They developed the 

Least Processing Cost First (LPCF) method, which is the optimal processing time [42]. Peixoto 

et al. [23] also introduced a scheduling algorithm in the hierarchical layer of fog and cloud 

computing with three-tier architecture. Their work shows the scheduling strategies that can be 

developed in a fog computing environment. In their research, the scheduler prioritizes cloudlet 

usage and optimizes other objectives, such as reducing network utilization and cloud cost.  

Furthermore, Kafhali and Sala [43] proposed a task scheduling algorithm in fog computing 

devices based on classification and data mining techniques. They have developed a novel 

classification algorithm and task-scheduling model based on the Apriori algorithm. The task 

with the least completion time was selected to be executed at the fog node with the least 

completion time. Also, Wang et al. [31] proposed task scheduling in the fog computing 

scenario. This strategy is based on a hybrid heuristic algorithm, which mainly solves the 
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problem of terminals with limited computing resources, making the system suitable for real-

time and efficient terminal processing tasks. Moreover, Nguyen et al. [44] introduced a new 

algorithm to optimize task scheduling problems for a bundle of tasks in a cloud-fog 

environment regarding execution time and operation cost. 

The proposed algorithm can flexibly meet users’ requirements for high-performance 

processing and cost efficiency. Their work is limited because they only tested the algorithm on 

small data sets. Many algorithms for task scheduling in cloud computing and fog computing 

are used in the real environment. However, there are many algorithms for task scheduling in 

fog computing, as shown in Table 2. The two algorithms with a good response time are First 

Come First Served (FCFS) and Shortest Job First (SJF), where the SJF usually gives better 

solutions as described in the literature. 

In addition, there are other scheduling algorithms, such as the Round Robin (RR) algorithm: 

In Round Robin scheduling, where the processes are dispatched in a FIFO manner but are given 

a limited amount of CPU time called a time-slice or quantum of time. If a process does not 

complete before its CPU time expires, the CPU is preempted and given to the following process 

waiting in a queue. The preempted process is then placed at the back of the ready list [45], as 

well as the min–min algorithm, which chooses small tasks to be executed first, thereby delaying 

the large tasks for a long time. Likewise, the max-min algorithm chooses large tasks to be 

executed first, thereby delaying the small tasks for a long time [45], [46]. 

In some related works, the task scheduling algorithm is used on three-level algorithms that 

cannot consider the capacity of fog nodes and task priority. In this case, the incoming tasks 

from the IoT device are directly assigned to the available fog node without considering the 

node’s capacity. Moreover, in the proposed algorithm, the tasks are classified based on their 

size and scheduled with the appropriate layer of the fog architecture to reduce the response 

time. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of Task Scheduling Algorithms 

 

The proposed algorithm overcomes the limitations of the existing algorithms, such as the 

FCFS and SJF. It uses the four-layer architecture and assigns the task to each of the 

corresponding layers of fog computing. Then it minimizes the starvation problem and reduces 

response time. 
 

Scheduling 

algorithms 

Description Architecture Parameters

  

Limitations 

FCFS [43]. 

 

Tasks were 

assigned to VM by 

using 

the arrival time 

Third tiers (IoT 

device, fog node, 

cloud node) 

Arriving time, 

resource 

availability 

It doesn’t consider the 

capability of the 

resource, response time 

and tasks Priority 

SJF [31] 

 

Small tasks are 

assigned first to 

VM by considering 

resource 

availability 

Third tiers (IoT 

device, fog node, 

cloud node) 

Availability of 

resources, and 

data size 

It doesn’t consider the 

capability of the 

resource, response 

time, and starvation 

may occur. 
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4. The Methodology 

The proposed approach is a network composed of cloud nodes, various fog nodes, and edge 

devices. The exact coordinates are continuously determined for the cloud nodes before the 

simulation. The fog nodes and edge devices are generated with arbitrary coordinates according 

to a uniform distribution. Initially, the fog nodes are connected to the cloud nodes by default, 

regardless of their distances. However, the edge devices will not have any connections with the 

cloud node or fog nodes at the beginning. After that, the nodes will start connecting the edge 

devices to the fog nodes when these nodes are within a predefined coverage area assigned to 

each fog node. The procedures include three scenarios, as follows: 

1) When the device is not within the range of any fog node, the application will be sent 

directly to the cloud. (2) When the device is within only one fog node and then check for: 

• If this node has enough resources, then the application as a whole is sent to this node. 

• If this node does not contain enough resources required by the device, then the node will start 

checking for any neighboring fog nodes in its scope, which can be combined to form a 

neighboring group.  

• If no fog nodes are in the scope to form a cluster or the potential neighbor groups that cannot 

handle the application. The request, in this case, is forwarded to the cloud through the initial 

node that received the request.   
  

(3) When the machine falls within the range of many fog nodes, then there are three 

probabilities: 

(a) At least one node has enough resources, so the application is sent to the node, giving the 

shortest response time. None of the nodes can handle the request independently, so it 

checks if more than one node can handle the application together to form an in-scope 

collection. 

(b) Potential in-scope groups don’t have the necessary resources, so then in-scope nodes will 

start checking neighboring nodes for inclusion to form a new adjacency group. 

(c) Potential neighbor groups cannot process the request, so the request is forwarded to the 

cloud through the node closest to the device. Selecting the most appropriate fog node to 

form an in-scope or an adjacency group for a request service depends on a semantic 

description of the nodes’ resources and application requirements, e.g., memory, node 

processing power, number of tasks, task size, and number of task instructions. 

The requested tasks’ distribution among the cluster’s fog nodes is treated as an optimization 

problem to reduce the number of nodes used and the response time. The steps of the proposed 

methodology can be summarized as follows: 

1. Identify the basic requirements for the proposed system to optimize cloud computing 

performance. 

2. Initiate cloud layer. 

3. Initiate the fog layer. 

4. Initiate edge layer. 

5. Applying optimization algorithm. 

6. Check the node’s availability. 

7. Close resources and provide the final results. 
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Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed system, which represents the simulation 

processes to improve the performance of fog computing based on an actual case study. The 

steps represent all the programming phases the system goes through by simulating each layer 

to improve the performance and get the results. 

The algorithm of the proposed system contains the pseudocode of the simulation processes 

of improving the performance of fog computing according to the selected case study. At startup, 

the cloud layer shows the availability of on-demand computing resources, specifically data 

storage (cloud storage) and computing power. 

In large clouds, tasks are often distributed across multiple data centers. Cloud computing 

takes advantage of resource sharing in healthcare to keep data consistent. Healthcare also has 

emergency response systems that require real-time operations. A distributed component must 

be added to the traditional centralized cloud computing architecture. 
 

 

  

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed system 

 

In a distributed architecture, tasks are split and distributed across multiple nodes. Figure 2 

shows the structure of the class diagram of the system. Also, it displays the main classes of 

iFogSim. The class interaction model shows the components and the relationships between 

these components of the simulation system.  
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Fig. 2. Main classes of iFogSim. 

 

On the other hand, Figure 3 demonstrates the sequence diagram of the interaction between 

the sensor and fog device execution. A data tuple is generated by a sensor and sent to the gate 

to which the sensor is connected. The callback function is used to handle the incoming data 

tuple that is invoked as soon as the tuple reaches the fog device (input). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Sequence diagram of the interaction between the sensor and fog device execution 

 

If the group needs to be forwarded to another fog device, it will be sent immediately without 

processing. The performance parameters play an essential role in this contribution. These 

parameters are a set of design criteria that, if changed, would significantly affect the 

performance, schedule, cost, and risk of the system or facility. The performance parameters 

targeted by the proposed approach are latency, response time, and network utilization. 
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Algorithm 1 : optimizing the fog computing performance 

 
Start 

Initiate cloudlayer Initiate foglayer Initiate edgelayer 

Sensing data through the sensor module from the edge layer and add encryption 

me = c(moden) 

Applying optimization algorithm 

if nearest node is available  then 

Decrypt and process 

cd = (me)dm(moden) 

Send result to an actuator 

Send a copy of the result to datacenter 

else if next nearest node is available then 

Decrypt and process 

cd = (me)dm(moden) 

Send result to the actuator 

Send a copy of the result to datacenter 

else if Node is available in maximum waiting time then 

Decrypt and process 

else 

Return to cloud Close Resources Results 

end if 

End 

 

A. Response Time 

The response time is the time it takes for the fog or cloud servers to respond to perform a 

given task and deliver the results. Increasing the response time value will increase latency and 

delays, but minimizing the response time will result in better performance in managing and 

monitoring patient requests over the network. This, in turn, will decrease the response time in 

fog and cloud, being able to process more requests in a unit of time, improve system 

performance, and serve patients in less time. The earlier fog servers are migration-based and 

geographically separated, residing in different locations in the cloud. The leading cloud is far 

from the fog servers, which handle requests from endpoints and actuators rather than the cloud 

over the network. In the case study of the patient ECG, the end device has the patient 

information over the network, which the fog server will pick up. An increase in response time 

will cause extensive delays. The mathematical equations (1) and (2) are used to determine the 

value of the response time 47] for fog and cloud, respectively. 

RT (Xij) = ET (Xij) + Tt(Xij)                (1) 

Where ET is the execution time, Tt is the transmission time for the request (sending the 

request with data) and response (receiving the results), Xij refers to the task ti assigned to 

the fog node fj, while Xicloud refers to the assignment of the task ti to the cloud. 
RT (Xicloud) = ET (Xicloud) + TrTime(Xicloud)         (2) 

Equations (1) and (2) are implemented using the ”PrintDetails()” method of the Simulator.java 

class as in APPENDIX A. 
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B. Network utilization 

It is also called network usage and the amount of data targeted by the cloud or fog computing 

approach. It is one of the most important parameters and a primary factor in dealing with cloud 

or fog computing architecture.  

When the state-of-the-art system is used for patient monitoring and healthcare, it may be 

insufficient as it is a cloud-based system. In a cloud-based system, the problem of delay is 

raised. Therefore, it may take some time to convert the generated data to the cloud, and patients 

need real- time processing for healthcare data in a short time. For this reason, a monitoring 

system based on the fog computing paradigm is proposed. It processes data quickly, in real-

time, and locally near the end devices.  

The system resources characterize network utilization regarding data sent and received at the 

network interfaces. The file ”NetworkUsageMonitor.java” is implemented for calculating the 

network utilization based on the latency metric in fog and cloud computing, depending on 

equations (3) and (4). Where Nu denotes the network utilization. 

Nu(Cloud) = Nu(cloud) + latency × tupleNwSize       (3) 

Nu(Fog) = Nu(Fog) + latency × tupleNwSize        (4) 
 

While latency is used here to measure the time required for packets to travel from source to 

destination, tupleNwSize refers to the data packets consumed during the ping process by fog 

and cloud servers using a tuple of data. As well the network utilization Nu of the execution is 

also calculated using (3) and (4), using the simulator’s” getNetworkUsage()” method, which is  

an extension of the NetworkUsageMonitor.java class, as in APPENDIX C. 

 
C. Latency 

Latency is the delay of the service once it is requested. It can be due to many factors, such as 

the architecture of the service was not good; the tasks of fog computing are usually shifted to 

the edge servers, called cloudlets, and sometimes to the edge devices. The main tasks are split 

and assigned to specific nodes or hops. In our scenario of an Electronic Health System (EHS)-

based application, network latency, and service delays occur once tasks are completed in the 

cloud instead of in the fog.  

The cloud servers meet the requirements at the cloud level, the application processes data 

late, and the preview of information comes late compared to fog. Where the latency is reduced 

by adding the cloudlets and edge devices under the central cloud due to the computation of 

edge and fog. Where the application uses the mathematical model of latency shown in the two 

equations (5) and (6), for cloud and fog, respectively: 

L(Cloud) = (pinging + TaskIncreased)/ActiveTime         (5) 

L(Fog) = (pinging + TaskIncreased)/ActiveTime                 (6) 

Where L is the latency and ping is the time it takes for a small data set to be transferred from 

the patient’s device to a server on the Internet and back to that device. Active time is when the 

application takes from the first response to receiving the results after processing. The total 

delay during the execution of the workflow application starts at the time of the request in the 

fog or cloud environment and is calculated based on the code shown in APPENDIX B. 
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The cloud often has almost unlimited resources but is far from IoT endpoints, making it 

unsuitable for providing high-quality services to IoT devices. Edge computing, which has 

recently emerged as an extension of the cloud, moves massive processing  and storage capacity 

to the network edge, forming an edge layer close to IoT end devices. As a result, many 

compute-intensive and resource-intensive activities can be moved from resource-constrained 

end devices to the resource-rich edge layer [48]. 

 

D. The Case Study 

The case study is a healthcare system in which patients are equipped with ECG sensors. 

Patients are continuously monitored  by the health module located on hospital servers. The 

nodes continuously process the heartbeat and analyze the patient’s health 

status. The patients have actuator modules, and the data is transmitted from the actuators to the 

clusters connected to the module components. This component is connected to the fog 

implementation server, and the fog is directly connected to the central cloud. The central cloud 

always receives many patient requests. Still, a problem occurs because the central cloud 

performs less than the actual fog implementation through the edge server. Moreover, fog 

computing is centralized computing with decentralized nature of the requests coming from the 

edge layers. Figure 4 shows how performance is doubly optimized. This work was 

implemented using a case study of EHS through the fog application network, with the help of 

fog servers connected to the central cloud. A  path is set up for each patient, where each patient 

has a channel over the Internet. Also, each patient has the following things; a record in the 

medical history, a previous profile, and all the information needed to make strategic decisions 

in the future when a doctor is needed. For this purpose, the physician needs live information 

about the patient on the ventilator and receives live data that the physician module continuously 

monitors and acts on.  

 

Fig. 4. EHS System Optimization 
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The live data comes from the actuators and the live sensors. The news feeds are also transmitted 

to the central network of the application. The data is sensitive and the sensors require tracking 

and identification. For this purpose, the data is transmitted from the fog server to the main 

application servers in the cloud, but  the middle layer is the fog layer with the cloudlets.  

The purpose of the cloudlets is to store the additional data and process the tasks required by 

the fog individually. The nodes in the cloudlet layers’ process data much faster than ever 

before, which reduces many things like downtime and latency. 
 

5. Results and Discussion 

This section focuses on the results obtained when applying the proposed methodology. The 

metrics considered include network utilization, response time, and latency. The values of these 

metrics were optimized. The results yielded optimal values and the system performance 

improved clearly. The results are explained and discussed in the following subsections. 
 

A. Response Time 

The mathematical implementation of response time is achieved by the node/link bypass 

model, according to (1) and (2). The results are calculated as in the following two examples. 

First, by fog: 
 

RT (Xij) = ET (Xij) + Tt(Xij) 

= 2.0721+8.022=10.09442 

Second by the cloud: 

RT (Xicloud) = ET (Xicloud) + Tt(Xicloud) 

= 6.8999+13.79952=20.6995 

The response time decreased in the base implementation of fog compared to the cloud. The 

case study of a patient ECG shows that the nearest fog server picks up the early tasks containing 

the patient information for ECG recording over the network. 
 

Table 3. Comparison of Cloud and Proposed Fog Model for Response 

Task ET Cloud ET Fog Tt Cloud Tt Fog Cloud Proposed Fog 

500 6.89998 2.0721 13.79952 8.022 20.6995 10.09442 

1000 9.39877 3.5421 15.79443 8.95982 25.19632 12.50192 

2000 10.2902 5.5421 20.58064 10.2893 30.87084 15.8314 

4000 13.4697 7.04721 26.9394 11.8555 40.4091 18.90272 
 

Table 3 and Figure 5 show the experimental results of cloud and fog concerning the response 

time when processing a given task. This table shows that the response time increases 

exponentially as the number of tasks increases. Moreover, comparing the curves for cloud and 

fog server activities shows a big difference in the response time values of tasks, as in the case 

of the last task (4000), which represents the total number of server activities to be executed. 

When all these requests are processed, the cloud requires an average response time of 40.4091, 

while the time required for the same process by the proposed fog model is only 18.90272. This 

reduces the time required to process the ECG tasks for patients and triggers through the 

proposed fog network.  In Figure 5, the two curves give a clear picture of the fog and the cloud’s 

response time, clearly comparing their similarities and differences. The ECG trigger task is 
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periodically increased and sent to cloud and fog simultaneously. As mentioned earlier, cloud 

and fog differ significantly in their response to requests. In addition, Table 3 and Figure 5 show 

the time spent in the cloud and fog, equal to 20.6995 and 10.09442, respectively. These values 

indicate that the patient’s ECG tasks are processed in fog by a short response time, and the 

same tasks in the cloud take longer. This gives a clear indicator of response time reduction and 

gives the optimal time as the number of tasks increases using the fog. 
  

 

Fig. 5. Response time comparison for cloud and fog computing 

 

B. Network Utilization 

Network utilization is the proportion of current traffic to the maximum amount of traffic that 

can be handled. It reflects how much data the network processes via fog or cloud computing. 

The average network utilization in the system is the total network consumed by the cloud or 

fog servers. Figure 6 shows the network utilization values of cloud and fog measured in 

milliseconds, which shows that the current cloud demand is satisfied in this time frame 

according to the proposed fog. The values obtained from the proposed fog are 2325.2, which 

stands for the network used by the fog. The value 75159 represents the network used by the 

cloud. Table 4 shows the time increases with the number of experiments, and the network 

utilization in the cloud is much higher than that of the proposed fog. Therefore, it was found 

that the fog uses much less network than the cloud. 

 

Table 4. Network Utilization 

 

The calculation of network utilization, achieved by 4 experiments, the results of Table  4 

calculated by (3) and (4)  as follows: 

• Node experiment 1 

Nu(Fog) = Latency × tupleNwSize 

= 0.6643 × 3500 = 2325.2 

S/No Task L-cloud (ms) L-fog(ms) tupleNwSize Nu(Cloud) Nu(Fog) 

1 500 21.474 0.6643 3500 75159 2325.2 

2 1000 27.114 8.0973  3500 94901 28340.85 

3 2000 36.952 11.343 3500 129332 39701.9 

4 4000 48.633 13.464 3500 170216.6 47126.7 
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Nu(Cloud) = Latency × tupleNwSize 

= 21.474 × 3500 = 75159 

• Node experiment 2  

Nu(Fog) = Latency × tupleNwSize 

               = 8.0973 × 3500 = 28340.85 

Nu(Clod) = Latency × tupleNwSize 

                 = 27.114 × 3500 = 94901 
 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison between cloud and proposed fog based on network utilization 
 

C. Latency 

Latency is the delay in getting the service due to many factors, such as the system architecture 

and components. Table  5   shows the data and latency results of both cloud and fog. In the table, 

the active time in the first column indicates when the application responds to display the results. 

Fog computing tasks are usually outsourced to edge servers called cloudlets, sometimes called 

edge machines. The main tasks are split and assigned to specific nodes. In the EHS-based 

application scenario, network latency and service-level delay are reduced when tasks are 

completed in the cloud instead of in the fog. Cloud servers meet the requirements at the cloud 

level, the application finishes processing the data late, and the preview of the information 

comes later than in fog computing, which completes the processing of the data and then 

displays the information early. 

Table 5. Comparison of Latency Results 
 

Active time L(Fog) L(cloud) Tasks Fog pinging(sec) Cloud pinging(sec) 

25 22.977 30.836 500 74.430041 270.904 

50 21.666 27.064 1000 83.337661 353.2144 

100 20.953 24.19 2000 95.345306 419.092 

200 20.616 24.732 4000 123.36905 946.5893 

400 15.308 17.5 6000 123.43454 1020.345 

 

Mathematical equations (5) and (6) are used to calculate the latency in the application for 

cloud and fog, respectively. These  are two examples for calculating the latency, as follows: 

First, for cloud: 
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L(Cloud)=(pinging+task increased)/active time, where L(Cloud) = (270.904 + 500)/25 

L(Cloud) = 30.836 seconds 

30.8 is the latency delay for the cloud request processed of 500 tasks. Second, for fog: 

L(Fog)=(pinging+task increased)/active time, where L(Fog)= (74.43 + 500)/25 

L(Fog)= 22.977 seconds 
 

In the first experiment, Table 5 shows the results of both cloud and fog when the system has 

the same number of tasks. The latency is 30.836 seconds for cloud and 22.977 seconds for fog 

when the number of tasks =500. In this experiment, the fog servers achieved better results, with 

a difference of 10.2 seconds. In Table 4, the results also indicate that when the number of tasks 

is 1000, the cloud latency was 27.064 seconds, while the fog latency was reduced to 21.666 

seconds. Moreover, the last value gives a clear overview of cloud application latency. With a 

corresponding increase in the tasks to 6000, the cloud latency  was 17.500 seconds, while the 

fog was reduced to 15.308 seconds when the active time was 400 seconds. As well as with the 

other experiments. The results of latency are shown in Figure 7. It found that the curve of fog 

does not increase drastically with the increase of tasks on the cloudlets, and the latency 

reduces and is controlled appropriately by the fog server. 

Based on the previous results and comparisons, it found a clear reduction of the fog’s latency 

compared to the cloud’s latency in all values with an increase of tasks and active time, and the 

processing is much faster with fog than in the cloud. Consequently, the latency was improved 

and reasonably controlled with the fog server compared to the cloud results. 

 
D. Derived Results for Comparing the Traditional Fog and Modern Fog 

We derived results using the simulation software named iFogSim simulation module to 

optimize performance indicators, which are latency, network utilization, and response time.  

  

 

Fig. 7. Comparison between cloud and proposed fog based on latency 

 

Results are quite clear in implementing the whole process over modern Fog and traditional 

fog with the same structure, let us share some summary of the parameters and discuss the whole 

application process that obtained in the derived results of the comparison shown in Table 6 and 

7. 
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Table 6. Traditional Fog Results 
   

Response time Latency Network utilization 

667.65 milliseconds 93.5 0.0303 

400.56 milliseconds 96.7 0.0308 

500.56 milliseconds 94.5 0.0304 

600.23milliseconfds 97.8 0.0308 

   

Table 7. Modern Fog Results 

Response time Latency Network utilization 

500.65 milliseconds 70.5 0.0103 

300.56 milliseconds 79.7 0.0180 

400.56 milliseconds 80.5 0.0208 

490.23milliseconfds 83.8 0.0200 

 

6. Conclusion 

The proposed system was implemented in a simulation environment for the EHS using three 

layers (cloud, fog, and edge). The application was packaged and containerized using fog 

servers connected to the centralized and compact cloud through the fog application network. 

The data is transmitted from the fog server to the main application servers in the cloud, but the 

middle layer is the fog layer, which contains cloudlets. The cloudlets store additional data and 

perform tasks that need to be done individually by fog. Cloudlets are the sub-layer that 

complements the main fog layer and allows the cloudlet layer tasks and data node processing 

to be performed much faster than ever before, reducing many factors like downtime and 

latency. Optimizing the entire system in the fog environment was achieved. The performance 

parameters show positive changes in terms of latency, response time, network utilization, and 

performance of applications using fog computing and over-the-edge. The objective of this 

paper was to process the main functions of fog in an optimized form so that the optimization 

and sharing of the processes are done in a fast and accurate method, which was not possible 

before due to the implementation based only on cloud computing.  The results show that the 

proposed system achieves very significant results. The response time, latency, and network 

utilization were optimized to a better level. Based on the obtained and discussed simulation 

results in the previous sections. The proposed system can be applied in the real environment 

and thus provides excellent results and achieves significant benefits in terms of performance 

optimization according to the optimization parameters discussed above. 

 

7. Future Work 

Another significant modification that can be made in the future in the same E-health system 

is to increase the number of equivalent nodes. These nodes can process the incoming requests 

from the operator devices willing to accept the request from the operator. Similarly, the demand 

coming from the geographically dispersed clinics in the city can be processed by cloudlets 

since the request originates from there. The proposed simulation system can also be deployed 

and tested in other domains until it achieves the best possible performance of fog computing. 

Furthermore, the performance criteria can be extended to cover other important 

characteristics. For instance, the wireless network channel can also be another factor that can 
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be considered. In addition, the ability to identify whether the fog node reliability can be used 

in the node selection criteria, specifically in case the fog node is battery operated. 
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